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Since its founding in 1976, Acer’s 
commitment is to develop reliable,  
easy-to-use, and environmentally friendly 
products that meet any customer need.

Acer Commercial Division is dedicated to the business world  
- from Home Offices, Small and Medium Businesses, up to Medium
Enterprises. Acer places special focus on vertical markets like
Education and Public Administration.

Acer aims to support customers’ technological needs and business
growth by caring about their IT infrastructure. Acer products
are designed to deliver performance, and a lower Total cost
of Ownership through quality, and durability. Its broad product
portfolio and reliable customer service give customers the freedom 
to explore new business opportunities.
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A complete product range

Whether requiring mobility on the go, dependable office solutions, 
powerful datacentres, Acer provides a complete product range  
of notebooks, desktops, tablets, monitors and projectors. 
Our commercial product line-up is consistent and offers  
a long product life cycle that makes it easier for IT management  
to deploy and control the computing infrastructure.

Acer products feature best-in-class components: energy-efficient 
and powerful processors, superior graphics, video conferencing 
solutions, and a variety of wired and wireless connectivity options.

Acer’s goal is to offer revolutionary performance, reliability, data 
security and network and energy efficiency without compromises.

Reliable and secure products

Acer products are made to last, as they pack innovative features designed to withstand the 
wear and tear of everyday use. 

On its business PCs, Acer conducts a series of tests using stringent sets of criteria to ensure the 
products are robust and dependable. As a result, Acer’s proven testing program guarantees 
the highest product quality and reliability.

Acer products for business are put through comprehensive, end-to-end diagnostics and 
extensive, rigorous testing including temperature, noise, vibration, shock, drop, spill and 
humidity, to make sure they deliver reliable performance even in extreme conditions.

Environmental responsibility and industrial compliance

Acer focuses on developing technology that decreases energy consumption and climate-
change factors to ensure that products are environmentally responsible. Acer also works to 
enhance recycling and optimize supply chain management to minimize waste.

All Acer products are free of hazardous substances, so they are safe for you and the planet. 

In compliance with ENERGY STAR® 5.0, EPEAT® Gold/Silver, RoHS and WEEE certifications, 
Acer solutions ensure high energy efficiency and lower operating costs. Acer products also 
carry the prestigious GS Mark, having been tested and certified for safety.

Acer recommends Windows.
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SMB  
& CORPORATE

CORPORATE

Acer TravelMate Notebooks
Reliable business notebooks

Acer TravelMate notebooks are designed to meet  
the productivity needs of today’s business people, delivering 
dependable processing power, indispensable security solutions, 
reliable manageability features, and wide-ranging  
communication capabilities.

Acer TravelMate notebooks feature best-in-class components, a robust and innovative 
design, and multilevel security for both data and network, to help increase productivity and 
enhance reliability according to commercial market demands.

With long product life cycles, security and reliability features, as well as remote management 
capabilities, TravelMate notebooks make it easier to manage and control the IT infrastructure.

Aspire Pro S7 series

TravelMate | B1 series

Extensa | Ex series

TravelMate | P2 series

TravelMate | P4 series

TravelMate | P6 series
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ACCESSORIES

Acer offers a broad assortment of accessories to help professionals get the most out of the TravelMate series:

- Additional power supply
- Additional battery
- Choice of carry cases
- Wireless mouse
- Docking stations
- Options Pack (Acer Advantage warranty + Bag + Mouse)
- Port Replicators

TravelMate | P6 series
Rock-solid technology to power business

Featuring a 14.0” display, the Acer TravelMate P645 Ultrabook™ 
delivers rock-solid performance to power corporate business.

The 14’’ Full HD with Acer ComfyView™ enables clear vision both 
indoors and outdoors, while the IPS panel technology enables a 
170° viewing angle, making it perfect for sharing information and 
viewing group presentations.

The Acer TravelMate P645 Ultrabook™ offers top-notch Intel® 
vPro processors, stringent security, remote manageability, full 
connectivity and long battery life. Its resilient case design has been 
subjected to more than 15 stages of comprehensive reliability 
testing ensuring superior dependability.

- Rock-solid performance, extended productivity
- Great extendibility through Acer ProDock
- Robust manageability and security
- Innovative reliability
- Industrial compliance

Acer recommends Windows.
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TravelMate | P4 series
Productivity and solid security

Acer TravelMate P4 series is the perfect choice for SMB or 
corporate users looking for a notebook that delivers excellent 
performance, impressive durability and solid security to handle 
heavy workloads.

It features a 15.6’’ (TravelMate P455) screen, comes with full HD 
option and is equipped with the latest Intel® HD Graphics that 
allow connecting up to three displays for increased efficiency.

The Chiclet LED backlit keyboard and the 1.7mm travel distance 
make typing more comfortable even when lighting is poor.

The full copper design of the cooling system allows to quickly 
dispel heat, enhancing system stability. The aluminum top cover 
and chassis ensure long term durability making the TravelMate 
P455 more resistant than ever.

- Full productivity
- Ultimate dependability
- Multi-level security
- Eco-compliance

TravelMate | P2 series
Fast, efficient and reliable computing

The Acer TravelMate P2 series is designed for SMB and SoHo 
that need a reliable and efficient notebook. It comes with three 
different screen sizes - 17.3’’ (TravelMate P276), 15.6’’ (TravelMate 
P256) and 14’’ (TravelMate P246).

The outstanding manageability helps run daily business operations 
smoothly and keep business productive, efficient and safe.

- Smart performance
- Carefree security
- Professional design
- Reliable and eco-friendly

TravelMate | B115
Work smart. Look smart.

The Acer TravelMate B115 boasts sensitive 11.6 inch HD touch 
screen, full-size keyboard and sleek Precision Touchpad (PTP). With 
a battery lasting up to 10 hours, the B115 allows business people 
to be productive wherever they go. The full-size keyboard offers a 
comfortable and efficient typing experience, while the new sleek 
Precision Touchpad (PTP) offers more precise interaction.

- Eye-catching design
- Hairline-brush cover finish
- Fan-less design
- 10 hours battery life
- Intuitive HD multi-touch display*
- Precision Touchpad

*Specifications vary depending on model.
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Aspire Professional Edition
Acer Aspire Professional Edition applies the industry’s latest innovations and stylish designs to meet the high standards of 
modern professionals. Aspire Professional editions feature innovations such as the patented dual-torque hinge and Gorilla 
Glass construction, plus Windows 8 Pro and TPM security.

Extensa | 15
Your notebook for essential everyday tasks

Acer Extensa 15 (EX2510) is a no-frills notebook series that offers 
users the portability, productivity and efficiency they want in a 
15.6” package enhanced with proven technologies.

With up to 7 hours of battery life, it allows excellent productivity 
on the go.

The Precision Touchpad (PTP), supporting six core Windows 8 
gestures, enables a better navigation experience, with enhanced 
pinch to zoom and more efficient scrolling.

AcerCloud, built into every Extensa 15 notebook, allows accessing 
documents and multimedia wirelessly and simultaneously on all 
devices, anytime and anywhere.

- Up to 7 hours* of battery life
- Precision Touchpad (PTP)
- Enhanced multimedia playback
- Excellent portability 
- Automatically synched data via AcerCloud

Aspire S7 Pro
Ultra-thin, ultra strong

Perfect for business on the go, the Acer Aspire Pro S7 Ultrabook™ 
measures only 12.9 mm, weighs 1.3 kg and features unibody 
design made from a single block of aluminum to achieve utmost 
durability.

The Aspire Pro S7 Ultrabook™ comes with a dual-torque hinge 
and T-shape frame design to improve the lid’s resistance for 
touch control, making the 13.3” touch screen upright, stable and 
wobble-free.

- Premium design
- Gorilla® Glass 2 design
- Backlit keyboard
- 10-point touch screen
- Fast performance

Acer recommends Windows.
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Acer Reliability Promise
Challenge Acer products for reliability

Acer Reliability Promise is the program targeted to SMB and SoHo 
covering the TravelMate, Veriton, and Peripherals business ranges. 
To guarantee top reliability of its products, Acer will return 50%  
of the price paid if the product fails in the first year.

Acer Reliability Promise is part of the company’s continued and strategic investment in the 
commercial business segment and aims to set the industry standard for quality and reliability.

Acer TravelMate notebooks are put through comprehensive, end-to-end diagnostics and 
extensive, rigorous testing including temperature, noise, vibration, shock, drop, spill and 
humidity. The Acer TravelMate is made to last and packs innovative reliability features.

The Acer Veriton desktops series with their top performance and security features, are 
the ideal desktop PCs to run businesses successfully. Acer Veriton desktops comply with 
environmental industry standards, saving energy and reducing costs.

The Acer B6 Monitor series and P5 series projectors combine the latest display technologies 
with smart Eco features for long term quality viewing with reduced cost of ownership. 
Acer strives to continuously reduce power consumption whilst enhancing users’ viewing 
experience.

For more details, please read the full Terms & Conditions at acerpromise.com
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Acer Veriton Desktops
Secure solutions to drive business efficiency

Top performance and security features make the Acer Veriton series 
the ideal desktop PCs to run businesses successfully. 
Acer Veriton desktops comply with environmental industry 
standards, saving energy and reducing costs.

A wide range of powerful, energy-efficient processors make it possible to run multiple, 
resource-hungry applications at the same time. Superior graphics solutions help you create 
impressive projects and convincing presentations. And multiple expansion bays allow PCs to 
meet growing business needs.

Designed to offer all that is required for everyday business computing, the Veriton series 
comes in three different configurations: 

- The 6 series is optimized for enterprises and corporate customers, and offers 
 the latest Intel professional desktops chipsets with vPro compliance, 
 advanced security and manageability tools, as well as top graphics performance.
- The 4 series is the best choice for SMBs with mid-range desktop chipsets,
 TPM and high-quality graphics.
- The 2 series is ideal for small office environments, and comes with cost-efficient
 professional chipsets.

Whether it is a small or large enterprise, you can rely on Veriton desktop PCs in terms of data 
and network security, performance and ease of management.

M series S series X series L series

M series X series Z series N series

M series S series X series L series Z series N series

Essential

Advanced

Enterprise

SOHO
2 series

SMB  
4 series

CORPORATE
6 series
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Veriton | M series
Serious performance with full expansion

The Veriton M series provides the utmost stability, reliability and 
longevity. It fulfils challenging office duties making the most 
of your computing environment. It is a powerful machine that 
handles challenging workplace tasks with convenient expandability 
options. The Veriton M is the versatile PC that will grow as your 
business needs do.

It is available in three configurations: 6 series, 4 series, 2 series.

- Rock solid performance
- Flexible and reliable design
- Powerful manageability and security
- Energy efficiency
- 30 litre design, 182 x 451 x 377 mm

Veriton | S series
The expandable business desktop

Offering the ideal blend of performance and security tools, the 
Acer Veriton S is a reliable and durable desktop series that meets 
business demands. Driven by high-end components and cutting-
edge technologies it provides the performance needed to tackle 
even the most demanding jobs. 

It is available in two configurations: 6 series, 4 series.

- Rock-solid performance
- Reliable design
- Manageability and security
- Environmentally friendly
- 16 litre design, 138 x 413 x 338 mm

Veriton | X series
Rock-solid performance with a slim look

A fraction of the size of a standard PC, the Veriton X series takes 
care of all business needs, while optimizing valuable office space. It 
is a great desktop PC to handle intensive computing applications.
The modular, tool-less design makes accessibility easy, and 
energy-efficient certifications signify cost savings and care for the 
environment.

It is available in three configurations: 6 series, 4 series, 2 series.

- Robust performance
- Reliability in a compact form factor
- Premium manageability and security
- Industrial compliance
- 10 litre design, 102 x 397 x 267 mm
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Veriton | Z series
All-in-One Business PC 

The Acer Veriton Z series delivers all-in-one PC solutions to 
SMB users who require powerful performance, connectivity, and 
security.

- Simplified design
- Smart performance
- Valuable security
- Green technology

Veriton | N series
Multi-functional mini PC with increased productivity

Packing powerful components into a petite, diamond-shaped 
chassis that can stand alone or be snapped onto the back of Acer 
monitors, the Veriton N series provides remarkable performance, 
while optimizing valuable space.

It is available in two configurations: 4 series, 2 series.

- Remarkable performance
- Can be attached to the back of monitors
- Advanced manageability
- Energy saving performance
- 1 litre design, 210 x 210 x 53.50 mm / 204 x 192 x 33.2 mm

Veriton | L series
Reliability in a space-saving design

With a stylish ultra-small form factor design, the Veriton L blends 
seamlessly into any office environment, freeing up desk space. 
Combined with the Acer Ergo-Stand, the Veriton L series can form 
a streamlined all-in-one desktop system. 

It is available in two configurations: 6 series, 4 series.

- Ultra small form factor
- Space-saving and versatility with the Acer Ergo-Stand
- Powerful manageability
- Eco-friendly perspective
- 3 litre design, 62 x 204.96 x 250 mm

Acer recommends Windows.
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Acer Tablets and 2-in-1 devices
The new era of mobility

Acer Professional Tablets provide technology that boosts  
efficiency and productivity in the workplace. With tablet solutions  
business is becoming more flexible and less tied to geographic location.

Acer Windows tablets and 2-in-1 devices
Acer Windows tablets and convertibles are equipped with endless options in order to share 
information with others and enjoy high productivity.

These products are compact, easy-to-carry yet spacious enough for comfortable viewing 
and take mobile productivity to the next level. They are ideal for professional users who want 
a tablet that is easy-to-carry and convenient for all their multitasking.

Acer Windows tablets and convertibles take the world’s most productive mobile operating 
system - Windows 8.1 - and put it into smart, easy-to-use devices designed for people 
looking for a compact device that is light enough to hold in one hand, yet powerful enough 
to face the journey.

Acer Iconia Android tablets
The Acer Iconia Android tablet range is elegant, modern and keeps your favourite content 
at your fingertips.

These tablets are built with processing power that ensures smooth performance with any 
media. Whether you are browsing the Internet, demanding high quality graphics or enjoying 
the latest business Apps, Acer Iconia Android tablets keep things smooth and fast.

Equipped with the latest Intel® processors, Acer Iconia Android tablets deliver excellent 
performance and security features, while still providing extraordinary battery life.
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4 MODES

Aspire Switch 10
One device. Four modes.  
Extended productivity.

Aspire Switch 10 tablet takes flexibility a step further. With four 
operating modes, it easily adapts to any situation and any place 
without affecting productivity. Used as a tablet, it supports 
productivity anywhere; clipped to its docking keyboard via the 
innovative Snap Hinge™ it provides comfortable typing and can be 
used to display or share content.

The comfortable keyboard with large keys enhances typing, 
while the touchpad supporting 6 core Windows 8 touch gestures, 
provides a seamless and more precise touch experience.

The large 10.1” HD screen delivers excellent imagery via LumiFlex™ 
and Zero Air Gap technologies.

- Easy Click 2-in-1 device
- Innovative four modes design: touch, type, view and share
- Ultra mobile, thin, light
- Efficient productivity 

Iconia | W3
The Windows business companion

Iconia W3 offers the benefits of a Windows 8 desktop PC in a 
handheld 8.1” device. With Microsoft Office pre-installed, it is the 
ultimate business companion. Extremely slim and sleek, Iconia W3 
weighs only 500 grams and is only 11.35 mm thin, making it easy 
to take anywhere. The optional full-size Bluetooth keyboard holds 
the tablet upright for typing and protects the screen when docked 
to the tablet. The keyboard mirrors the size of those found on 
larger 13.3-inch notebooks, so it is comfortable to use and makes 
working even more efficient.

Acer Iconia W3 provides up to 8 hours of battery life to boost all-
day productivity in the office, while traveling, or simply to stay in 
touch throughout the day.

- Portable desktop
- Full productivity
- 8 hours on the go
- Total flexibility

Iconia | W4
A touch more work

8.1-inch Iconia W4 tablet comes with Windows 8.1 and the 4th 
generation Intel® Atom™ processor to take productivity to the next 
level.

Compact enough to hold in one hand yet spacious enough for 
comfortable viewing, Iconia W4 targets professional users who 
want a tablet that is easy-to-carry and convenient for all their 
multitasking - all-in-one sleek device.

Equipped with an IPS technology display, Iconia W4 provides 
consistent images, colour and brightness from a wide range of 
viewing angles, up to 178 degrees, ideal for sharing. Furthermore, 
Zero Air Gap technology reduces reflection and boosts readability 
even under sunlight.

- Lifelike visuals
- Advanced performance
- Full suite of practical accessories

Acer recommends Windows.
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Iconia | A1
Stunning design. Fluid performance.  
Beautiful 7.9’’ display.

The Acer Iconia A1 series comes with an elegant silver aluminum 
design and is incredibly stylish, durable and portable at only 380 
grams.

The 7.9-inch display is surrounded by a sleek bezel and measures 
only 8.15mm thick, so it is easy to use “held in just one hand” 
for convenient 10 point multi-touch use. The advanced IPS 
technology allows displaying brilliant and consistent colours 
across viewing angles as wide as 178°.

The Acer Iconia A1 series is powered by an Intel Atom Z2560 
1.6GHz processor and delivers fluid and fast navigation through 
apps and websites, smooth video and graphics playback, and 
better mobile use.

Thanks to up to 7.5 hours of battery life, you can take your business 
wherever you go.

- Stylish, premium design
- Stunning visuals on 7.9-inch LED-backlit display  
 with IPS technology
- Great performance for full productivity on the go

Iconia | A3
A touch more productivity

The Iconia A3 tablet is designed to provide full flexibility without 
affecting productivity. The 10.1-inch WXGA display (1280 x 800) 
with IPS technology offers crisp and accurate colours from wide 
viewing angles for a better visual experience. Powered with a quad-
core 1.2GHz cortex A7 processor, Iconia A3 delivers up to 11 hours 
of smooth HD video playback, better mobile performance, as well 
as fluid and fast navigation through apps and websites.

Iconia A3 also debuts Acer’s IntelliSpin technology that expands 
the tablet’s screen image rotation feature, so even when lying flat, 
the screen image will rotate to match the user’s orientation when 
turned.

- Smooth, long-lasting performance
- 10” HD display with IPS technology
- Touch WakeApp and IntelliSpin technologies

Iconia | B1
The business friend

Acer Iconia B1 comes with a slim design and narrow bezel that make 
it perfectly portable for constant accessibility and web browsing. 
Acer Iconia B1 features a 10-point touch display encased in a thin 
bezel and supported by One Glass Solution technology.

Iconia B1 is equipped with a 1.3GHz dual-core processor and 1GB 
of memory for fast and smooth performance, web browsing and 
videos. To top off the enhanced experience, the new Iconia B1 
comes with a front-facing camera to engage in live meetings with 
your colleagues.

- Comfortable design
- Secure content at your fingertips
- Brighter 7” display, better touch
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Security and Manageability
Robust security and management tools
Most of Acer business notebooks and desktops are equipped with Acer ProShield, a complete 
security application that integrates key security and management features under a unified 
user interface. Acer ProShield not only safeguards the PC from unwanted access from 
BIOS level all the way to application level, but also provides an automated solution to help 
users manage IT assets remotely. With Acer Proshield you can create a secure copy of your 
credentials, protect your data by encrypting files and completely remove files from the disk 
being sure nobody will be able to retrieve them.

Acer ProShield

- Use Credential Manager to backup passwords and TPM Keys
- Encrypt and Decrypt files
- Create Personal Secure Drive
- Lock devices (USB, Optical Drive, Printers)
- Use File Shredder to permanently delete confidential data

Acer Backup Manager keeps important data safe from accidents or crashes and Acer 
eRecovery Management provides on-demand recovery.

Selected models are equipped with the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) that protects files, 
passwords and other critical data from malware while allowing to manage encryption keys 
and processes.

Acer Office Manager

The manageability solution for SMB
Designed with SMB in mind, Acer Office Manager is a preloaded manageability solution 
across Acer commercial notebooks and desktops.

It allows companies to deploy security policies, monitor IT assets, and schedule maintenance 
tasks in one simple, manageable package.

- Client monitoring and management
- Hardware and software asset management
- System setting deployment
- Task scheduler 
- Remote control

Acer recommends Windows.
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Acer Professional Monitors
Superior Productivity and solid ergonomics

Acer professional monitors were developed to fulfil the needs of the most intense business users, 
combining the latest display technologies with smart Eco features for long term quality viewing 
with reduced cost of ownership. Acer strives to continuously reduce power consumption whilst 
enhancing user comfort and viewing experience.

Pivot Height adjustment

TiltSwivel

Acer premium resolution monitors

The Acer B6 and CB series come with premium high 
resolutions models for perfect image and colour 
performance, sizes ranging from 27’’ up to 32’’ are now 
available with 2K WQHD and 4K UHD panels.

WQHD (2560x1440) features 4 times the resolution of 
standard HD (720p), and provides 77% more viewing content 
than a FHD screen. While the UHD (3840x2160) resolution is 
even more extreme, featuring 4 times the resolution of FHD 
(1080p), and providing 300% more viewing content.

Thanks to the pixel density and true colour performance 
graphics specialists like photographers, video creators and 
designers can view and reproduce improved work output

Ergonomic design

Combining professional style with ergonomic design, Acer 
monitors suit any viewing demand from CAD users to 
financial analysts. Designed for professionals that spend 
a lot of time in front of a computer, they offer flexible and 
easy height adjustment, tilt, pivot and a swivel foot-stand to 
enhance comfort over prolonged use.

Full digital connectivity

The smart professional Acer displays provide multiple 
connectivity options, including DisplayPort, HDMI and 
traditional DVI/VGA, as well as USB 3.0 ports for power-off 
charging. To extend productivity the Picture-in-Picture 
function enables signal streaming from various sources on 
one screen. And if one monitor is not enough, the Daisy 
Chain function provides effective work on multiple monitors.

Outstanding colour performance

Thanks to built-in sRGB colour correction technologies, Acer 
monitors reproduce rich colour performance and capture 
images in their original and true colour, while advanced 6 
Axis Colour Adjustment system optimizes colour precision 
and accuracy.

Eco-friendly performance

Acer monitors are mercury-free and use PCR (postconsumer 
recycled) ABS plastic, plus reusable packaging materials. 
Acer monitors meet ENERGY STAR® specifications, are 
RoHS and TCO Certified, and have earned the respected 
EPEAT® Gold ranking, proving our care for the planet. 
The Acer B6 series supports a real power button for zero 
power consumption option and integrates smart power 
management features reducing the cost of ownership.

*Specifications vary depending on model.
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Monitor | B6 series
Robust ergonomics and stunning colours for SMB 
and Enterprise

Designed for intense daily use, the Acer B6 series is a powerful 
professional monitor series which defines the essence of solid 
ergonomics and versatile productivity. Designed for professionals 
looking for a solid display with features supporting comfort for 
intense use, sharp image quality and eco-conscious design.
The modern and ergonomic design, high contrast ratio, and full 
digital connectivity make the B6 series an outstanding tool for 
productive computing.

The B6 series models come in 9 different sizes: 19”, 21.5”, 22”, 
23”, 23.8”, 24”, 27”, 28”, 29’’ and 32” in addition there are multiple 
resolution options from XGA, FHD, WQHD and UHD.

- Flexible height adjustment, pivot, tilt and swivel
- High-performance display
- 4:3 16:9 and 16:10 aspect ratios
- Wide Colour Gamut* (sRGB) and 6 colour adjustment
- Full digital connectivity: DisplayPort, HDMI®, DVI, VGA,  
 USB 3.0*
- IPS & VA wide viewing angle panel options
- Wall mountable

Monitor | V6 Series
Professional design and vibrant visuals for SoHo 
and the Education sector

The Acer V6 series delivers vibrant visuals and comfortable viewing, 
ideal for business users that need an efficient and solid display that 
offers excellent performance and great value for money. The V6 
displays are designed for office or home professionals, looking for 
image quality and high-end connectivity. These monitors provide 
the latest LED technology, together with high quality IPS and VA 
Wide Viewing Angle panels.
A modern look with full connectivity options such as DisplayPort 
and traditional DVI/VGA, make this series the best compromise 
between performance and value.

The V6 series models come in 9 different sizes: 17’’, 18.5’’, 19’’, 
19.5’’, 21.5’’, 22’’, 23’’, 24’’, and 27’’.

- Professional and modern style
- Dependable display
- 4:3 16:9 and 16:10 aspect ratios
- 5 ms response time*
- Full digital connectivity (Display port, DVI, VGA)*
- IPS & VA wide viewing angle panel options
- Wall mountable

Monitor | CB0 series
The immersive visual experience

The Acer CB0 series is designed for professional users that need 
an outstanding visual experience. It comes with UHD, WQHD or 
FHD resolution that provide true colour, superior image quality 
and sharp details; while the 21:9 aspect ratio delivers optimized 
portrait page viewing.

The CB0 series models come in 5 different sizes: 23.8’’, 27’’, 28’’, 
29’’ and 32’’.

- Multi-function ErgoStand with tilt, swivel and 
 height adjustment.
- Wide Colour Gamut (sRGB) and 6 colour adjustment
- Wide viewing angle of 178°
- Fast response time of 1ms GTG (Grey to Grey)*
- Flicker-less and ComfyView technologies
- PIP (picture in picture) and PBP (picture by picture)*  
 technology
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Acer Professional Projectors
Crystal clear visuals and easy set-up

Acer professional projectors deliver crystal clear visuals,  
exceptional brightness and contrast ratio for impressive 
presentations - both in a business venue or classroom. 
Equipped with convenient utilities, Acer projectors are easy  
to set up, while advanced EcoProjection solution helps  
to save energy reducing total cost of ownership. 
Acer’s top-class technologies ensure colour accuracy  
and sharpness, making image quality unrivalled for more  
persuasive presentations.

Acer Projectors Wireless Solution
Acer’s new wireless solution offers real time projection.

In just a few simple steps, Acer projectors are easy to be used and controlled. Acer Projectors with wireless solution allow you 
to share what you want from different media format, to office documents and digital home media sharing. In addition, Acer 
eDisplay Split Screen puts multiple users in one screen and for mobile devices, Miracast, Miracast™ certified allows direct 
screen projection.

Acer ColorBoost II Technology

Featuring an optimized 6-segment colour-wheel design and 
powerful image processing, Acer ColorBoost II Technology 
provides incredibly sharp and natural-looking tones. 
Brilliant colour with a high contrast ratio deliver ultra-vivid 
images for both business presentations and educational 
purposes.

Acer ColorSafe II Technology

Acer projectors featuring ColorSafe II are virtually immune 
to colour decay, avoiding greenish or yellowish hues for 
better colour fidelity even over a prolonged period.

Acer SpectraBoost Technology

Acer lamp-based projectors featuring SpectraBoost achieve 
30% of colour gamut increment, delivering exceptional 
tone saturation. The wider colour gamut is obtained via a 
patented colour-wheel coating technology, making Acer 
projectors colours the most vivid.

Standard projector Acer projector
with SpectraBoost

Greenish picture
(traditional LCD projectors)

Corrected images
with colour fidelity
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Projector | P7 series
The premium experience for professionals.

The Acer P7 series offers a premium projection solution with 
WUXGA, Full HD, WXGA, XGA resolution for both small and large 
conference rooms. The Acer P-series is integrated with multiple IO 
interfaces, compatible with all kinds of industrial standard devices.
The P7 series comes in three models: P7215, P7305W, P7505, 
P7605.

- 2D to 3D conversion supports all kinds of 2D content  
 automatically converted into 3D
- HDMI® 3D enables Blu-ray 1080p 3D title playback
- Ultra wide resolution in widescreen
- Acer ColorBoost II+ and Acer ColorSafe II
- Lens shift allows the lens to move without moving  
 the projector
- Wireless projection on selected models
- Multimedia playback
- Three HDMI® and dual D-Sub connectivity
- Up to 4500 hours lamp life

Projector | P1 series
Sharp visuals, compelling value

The Acer P1 projector family is designed for SMB and SOHO users 
and offers a wide range of features for a variety of scenarios. The 
P1 series comes in five different models: P1283, P1273B, P1276, 
P1287, P1380W, P1373WB, P1500, P1510.

- Brilliant image reproduction with native XGA,  
 WXGA or Full HD resolution
- High brightness (up to 3500 ANSI Lumen)  
 and contrast ratio (up to 17000:1)  
 with Dynamic Black technology
- Support for leading 3D technology
- Versatile connectivity: HDMI, D-Sub, S-Video,  
 and Composite connectors
- USB plug and play functionality on selected models

Projector | P5 series
Captivating projection and stunning colours

The Acer P5 series is a Professional-Class projector family 
that delivers premium colour performance, superb clarity and 
exceptional brightness even in large meeting rooms with bright 
ambient light. The P5 series come in two models: P5207B and 
P5307WB.

- Up to 4000 ANSI lumens and 10000:1 dynamic  
 contrast ratio enhanced by DynamicBlack™ technology 
- XGA/WXGA resolution for large venue projection
- True 24p support to appreciate true film-like visuals
- Support for leading 3D technology
- Versatile connectivity: 2x HDMI, 2xD-Sub, S-Video,  
 and Composite connectors
- USB plug and play functionality on selected models
- Support for Crestron® Network System
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Acer for Education
Acer for Education is the investment in tomorrow

Society is evolving rapidly, technology is pervading all aspects of our 
lives. Along with expanded access, technology has become reliable, 
affordable, easier to use and available to almost everyone.  
The Education sector cannot stay still.

Acer sees as its responsibility equipping today’s generation with the knowledge they need 
for tomorrow. The aim of the “Acer for Education” organization is to develop a new kind of 
interaction between teachers and students providing reliable and easy to use solutions which 
you can trust.

Our technology ignites curiosity in students, making them open to new worlds and ideas. 
Creating innovative technology for the classroom, Acer helps students explore beyond limits 
providing access to new paths of communication and interaction. 

Empowering educators to keep pace with today’s high-tech world, Acer’s trusted solutions 
are easy to use for teachers and students alike.
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Acer addresses all education levels: pre-school, primary, secondary and high school, 
universities, adult education. For each niche we offer different products: tablets for young 
students, light and productive notebooks for secondary school, top performing and fast PCs 
for university students to fulfil challenging tasks. As for the classroom our solutions include 
projectors, whiteboards, reliable desktops for computer labs, as well as Acer Classroom 
Manager for efficient classroom management .

Why Acer for Education?

- With over 30 years of experience, Acer is dedicated to serving the needs of the education 
market and to empower knowledge through technology.

- Acer’s full line of products support the learning process at every step, enabling the 
exploration of all subjects, in any situation and beyond the classroom walls. Acer products 
are intuitive and engineered to make learning fun and engaging.

- We believe exploration through technology is a right, not a privilege, this is why we make 
affordable products. Our products are reliable, robust thus resulting in lower Total Cost of 
Ownership.

- Acer’s 100% indirect channel model allows us to work with the experts in the education 
market - Acer Education Reseller Partners. Effective channel programs enable great 
cooperation to deliver solutions that perfectly fit market needs.

- Acer guarantees reliable customer service and support. This is crucial for education 
institutions, where the learning process should not be interrupted because of technical 
issues.

- Acer invests in the future of Education together with its Ecosystem Partners to provide a 
better tomorrow for the next generation.

An ecosystem of partners

Acer works with a range of international partners in the education field to provide innovative 
and affordable solutions to the global education community:

Acer recommends Windows.
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Acer Advantage  
Warranty Extension Program
All Acer products come with a standard Warranty*.

In addition to the standard Warranty, Acer offers on the whole product range the Acer 
Advantage, a warranty extension program that can be purchased and offers a priority repair 
service.

It offers warranty extensions with various implementation modes, depending on the product 
and extension selected. What’s more, it offers users support via telephone, fax or e-mail for 
the whole duration of the extension.

Notebook users can also choose to have Accidental Damage Insurance in case of any 
accidental and unforeseen damage to the product, as well as Data Recovery service for Hard 
Disk Drives.

Professional Service & Support
Acer Service Network
One of Acer’s top priorities is to ensure that our customer service and support always offers the 
highest standards. When customers buy an Acer product, they get more than just a device to work 
and play with. They get the guarantees provided by the Acer Service Network.

If users need repairs, pre-installed software support or just technical information on the product, 
they can always count on the various tools provided by Acer Service.

Acer Service is well organized to complete repairs efficiently and quickly. To report a fault with their 
Acer product, users can easily phone the Acer call centres and get all the information they need. 
Acer Repair Centers are located in major countries. Specialized technicians perform repairs with the 
best tools on the market, while online tools, emails and text messages keep customers informed 
about the repair status.

The dedicated diagnostic system manages the repair process step by step, constantly monitoring 
quality. Moreover, quality control does not end after repairs. Each Acer Group repair centre has a 
quality control team. The team tests repaired products and replaced parts as well as the chassis to 
ensure the device was correctly assembled.
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EMEA Service Structure

  Internal Contact Centres (6)

  Outsourced Contact Centres (8)

  Repair Centres (8)

  Hub & Refurbishment Centre (1)

 and 500 External Repair partners

* Consumers have legal rights under applicable national legislation governing the sale of consumer 
goods and this warranty does not exclude, limit or suspend any such applicable rights.
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